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Full compatibility of the proposed OpenXML specification
with existing Microsoft Office documents as stated cannot
be technically analysed or proven because the present
specification does not gives a mapping reference
between the proposed family of XML schemas and the
related legacy binary and proprietary file formats
supported by Microsoft Office.

Add to the current specification all necessary
mappings between the legacy binary file formats
supported by Microsoft Office and the proposed
XML schemas, including here all verions of binary
formats supported by Microsoft Office (.DOC, .XLS
and .PPT).

The presented "Licensing conditions that Microsoft offers
for Office Open XML" does not explicitly lists the covered
patents and related DIS29500 attributes that use those
patents. It describes the covered items as "...only the
required portions of the Covered Specification that are
described in detail and not merely referenced in such
Specification...".It also does not lists the patents that are
not covered by the Licence and are referenced or used
on DIS29500 and their respective attributes (e.g.
useWord97LineBreakRules and footnoteLayoutLikeWW8
among others).

Complement the presented specification with a
detailed document about the covered patents and
their relationship with DIS29500 attributes and
XML schema and also a document describing the
patents that are not covered by the Licence
presented but are referenced or used on
DIS29500 (specifiyng the attributes that uses
those patents).
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